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A. Introduction 
A great deal of effort has been focused on the search for the minimal Higgs 

of the Standard Model at the SSC. The term "minima) Higgs" implies that the 
517(2) X £7(1) etectroweak theory consists of the minimal choice of one complex 
HiggB doublet. In Buch a theory, there is only one physical Higgs scalar in the 
spectrum, whose mass ia a free parameter not fixed by the theory. This minimal 
choice is somewhat arbitrary. Given the fact that there is no experimental in
formation concerning the HiggB sector at present, one must resort to theoretical 
arguments to constrain the unknown Higgs sector, even in the context of the 
Standard Model. 

Two theoretical constraints exist. First, it is an experimental fact thai 
p =. mvy/(m^cos atftv) is very close to 1. This almost certainly implies that 
the Higgs bosons are cither SU(2) weak doublets or singlets. (Other chokes 
are possible, but rather ugly,] Second, there arc severe limits on the ex is ton re 
of flavor-changing neutral currents {FCNC'sJ, In the model with the minima.! 
Higgs, tree-level flavor changing neutral currents are automatically ;tlis<>nt. This 
continues to be true in non-minimal models in which fcrmions of a given ^Vtrii 
charge couple to no more than one Higga doublet.' An example of it modi'! satis
fying this requirement is the minimal Bupersymmulric cxlcnHion of Lhr> Standard 
Model. This model (of which we will have more to say helow) possesses two Higgs 
doublets of opposite hypercharge; the Y •-- - 1 doublet couples only Ln down-type 
quarks and leptona, and the Y = 1 doublet couples only to up-type ijuarks and 
leptons. In this report, we shall concentrate on the two-Miggs doublet extension 
of the Standard Model. En addition, wc will choose the Higgs fermion coupling 
described above, which is compatible with the supersymmetric extension of the 
Standard Model. This framework is useful in thai it adds new phenomena (e.g., 
charged Higga), introduces a minimal number of new parameters, and satisfies 
the theoretical constraints mentioned above. Two-Hifigs-doulilet models possess 
five physical HiggB bosons: a charged pair (//*), two neutral Ct'-cven scalars 
(Hf and /fj) , and a neutral CP-odd pseudoscalar (//j). Here, we have made an 
implicit assumption that the Higgs potential is CP-invariant.so that the neutral 
HlggBea have definite CP quantum numbers, The terms "scalar" and "psrti-
doscalar" refer to the way in which these neutral liiggsr.a couple to [i-nnion pnirs. 
Instead of the one free parameter of the minimal model, this model has at II'FLSI 
six free parameters: four HiggB masses, the ratio or vacuum expectation values: 

tan/3 - v-i/vu (I) 

and a Higgs mixing angle, a. The angle « arises when nne diagonalizps the 
2 x 2 neutral scalar Higgs mass matrix, whose eiguristaleH are //)' and fl%. I'or 
definiteness, we will always take mj/« > fn^n. Note that vjf > w| is fixed hy the 
W mass. (Additional Higgs self-coupling parameters do not concern an her*' 5 

There arc two phenomenologically crucial types of lliggs couplings: (h<mo <<< 
fcrmion-antifc-rmion pairs and those to two vector bosons. Th«* couplings isf Oie 
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physical Iilggses to fermlon pain are rather similar to those of the minimal model 
Higgs, especially if tan 0 is around 1. Let vi (vj) be the vacuum expectation value 
of the Higgs field which couples only to down-type (up-type) fermiona. Then (in 
3rd generation notation), the H$tt [Hgbl) coupling is suppressed (enhanced) if 
tajh.0 > li and vice versa if tan0 < 1. Similar results hold for H$ and Hj, 
although the couplings also involve the mixing angle a which can reduce the size 
of the couplings somewhat. For the charged Higgs we bave: 

9n+iS = i [rmcot^(l + i e ) + m B tan0(l - <?a)J. (2) 

Of even greater importance are the Higgs couplings to vector bosons. The 
H$ couplings to vector boson pairs are forbidden at tree level. Of course, the 
Z°HfHf couplings are forbidden, when i = j by Boae symmetry. When i £ j , 
this coupling is only present when the two Higgaes have opposite CP quantum 
numbers. Vertices involving neutral particles only and one or twophotonB clearly 
vanish at tree level, although they are generated at one-loop, (The same ia true 
for the coupling of all neutral Higgs bosons to a pair of gluona. The radiatively 
generated H%gg vertex is important since the two-gluon fusion is one of the ma
jor production mechanisms for neutral Higgaes at a hadron collider.) Two other 
vertices, H+W~Z° and H+W~i, also vanish at tree level. This turns out to be 
a general feature of models with only Higgs doubleia and singlets.13 Again, these 
vertices are radiativcly generated at one-loop, and lead to interesting rare decays 
of the charged Higgs.5 All other three-point tree-level vertices involving gauge 
and Uiggs bosons arc allowed. Probably the moat important vertices for phe
nomenology are couplings or Iff and B$ lo W+W~ and Z°Z°. These couplings 
tend to be Bomewhat suppressed compared to their values in the minimal-Higgs 
model. However, there is a sum rule: 

Sfffvv + flj/jvv = [dH^Vv" 1 (3) 

which holds separately for V = W or Z, Without further information, one cannot 
be certain as to how the U°VV coupling strength is divided between /?° and 
//£. However, as dismissed later in this report, in aupersymmetric models the 
coupling of the heavier tliggs (//?) to vector bosons is severely suppressed. 

Having summarized the general properties of the two-Ktggs doublet model, 
wo briefly turn to the implications for the Higga search at the SSC. Because of 
the fact that we now have (at least) six free parameters in the Higgs sector, then-
arc only a few general statements one can make concerning the phenomenology 
of the Higgs at the SSC. First, if the scalar Higgs has couplings to WW and ZZ 
which are similar to their values in the Standard Model, and its mass ia between 
about 2m\v and BOO GeV, then it should be possible to detect this Higgs at the 
SSC by observing its decay into a pair of vector bosons (followed by subsequent 
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decay of the vector bosons into lepton P a i w $ ^ < ^ c 4 o P * f WJT t n e Heavy Higgs 
Group.'" On the other hand, for masses IcsH^nVr^mivVwe are in the regime 
of the "intermediate mass HiggV, in which the dominant HiggB decay is into 
the heaviest quark pair which is kinematically allowed. While the twe-photon 
and ZZ' (rare} decay modes may be useful over a large portion or the m t-m/j 
parameter apace, the anility to successfully observe such a Higga at the SSC la 
not certain, especially if the top is not very heavy (e.g. mi ~ 55 GtV) and the 
Higgs has maaa just ahovc the ti decay threshold. In suporBymmetric models, 
detection of the heavy Higgs (H°) via its Standard Model decay modes is par
ticularly problematical. As alluded to above, the decay or H° into vector boson 
pairs (even when kinematically allowed) is extremely suppressed. Similarly, llir 
Vector boaon fusion production mechaniam is numerically unimportant, thereby 
reducing the production croBS-Bectian for the heaviest Higgs case. Since mlt is 
almost certain to be above 2m, for this Higgs, even the two photon decay mode 
(useful for THH < 2mi) cannot be employed and detection would be extremely 
difficult. 

Consider next the pseudoscalar Higgs. As described above, the pseudnKralar 
does not couple to vector boson pairB at tree level, The phenomrriological im-
plications of this fact are devastating. First, the important vector boson fusion 
mechanism for production of a HiggB boson in absent. Second, the dominant 
decay of the pseudoscalar HiggB will be into the heaviest o,uark pair available. 
independent of the HiggB mass. Thus, the search for the pscudosrahu Higgs will 
be very difficult once m W o > 2m ( , while for mu» < Zm» the 2-j decay mode 
may allow observation. Note, however, that if surh an nfaject could lie found in 
the mtf> region above 2mw, then the absence rA decays into vector boson pairs 
would be strong evidence for the pseudoscalar nature of the object, (An <*xcf?p-
tion to this rule occurs in supcrsymmetric models, which predicL HIKRH xniinrt, 
with suppressed couplings to the vector boson channels. Nevertheless, snrh an 
observation would be definitive evidence for a non-minirnnl I'liggK sector.) 

Finally, consider the charged Higgs boson. EJccausc <il* the absence <if tree-
level coupling of the charged Higgs to vector bason pairs (WZ ami VV-j), the 
detection of the charged Higgs is likely to be at least as difficult as ileleri jnn 
of the paeudoscalar HiggB, An exception, to be discussed later, occurs if m, 
m^f± + nib, and the decay t - • H+ + 6 has a large branching ratio, hi contrast,, 
for m< < mu± +171& the total cross-section for the production oT a single charged 
Higgs is smaller than that typical of a neutral Higgs, since the glumi-uliion fusion 
and vector-boson-fusion mechanisms are not available in lliis ease, lTisti';i«l. we 
must rely on the coupling to heavy quarks. This point will he discussed further 
below. 

In summary, the detection of non-minimal HiKR̂ eh is »( be' 1 i i|uivulein li. 
the detection of the heavy minimal Higga when the dominant deraj m UILII verinr 
boson patra. Otherwise, (e.g. in the case of the pseudflHcalar and i-barged 11 inn* I 
the prospect f-.r detection is substantially worse, since it is very difliriilt in deteri 
a HiggB whose primary decay products contain i and b quark initialed hiidnui 
jets. Thus,in order to haveany hope for observing surh Hig^s luxsons ;,t iln' SSC, 



alternative decay modes must be studied. There are two basic approaches. The 
first approach involves the search for rare decay modes, with the hope that the 
decrease in background will compensate the decrease in signal due to a presum
ably small branching ratio. The second approach is to look for completely new 
final states which may constitute an important fraction of all Higgs boson decays. 
An example of this approach is to make use of the supersymmetric model, and 
investigate the branching ratio of the various HiggBea into superaymmetric final 
stales. 

In this report, we will focus much of our attention on the charged Higgs boson, 
since its discovery would unequivocably signal the presence of a non-minimal 
Higgs sector. The report (a preliminary version of which appears in ref. 6) is 
organized as follows. In Sections B and C, we assess the feasibility of observing the 
charged Higgs boson at the SSC, QCD backgrounds to observing the H+ via its th 
decay are large, so we concentrate on the search for the charged Higgs boson via 
rarer decay modes. Wc briefly survey a number of possible charged Higgs decays: 
H± -> W±7, ff± -» W± + quarkonium, / / * -* W±H°, and / /± -+ W^lPf, 
and in Section C, we turn to an extensive study of the TV decay. A detailed Monte 
Carlo analysts is presented, and various possible regions of parameter space are 
examined. In Section D, Implications of the previous section for detector design 
BTC considered. Finally, in Section E, we briefly consider the implications of the 
"low-energy" supersymmetry approach for the phenomenology of Higgs bosons 
at the SSC. Our conclusions are summarized in Section F. 

B. Search for the Charged Higgs Boson-General Considerations 
First, let UM make a few remarks about the production mechanism of a singly 

charged Higgs boson at the SSC. Which production mechanism is dominant de
pends upon the relative mass of the t quark and the H±, If the top quark has 
a moderate mass, but mt > m w ± + mi,, then the rate for gg -* tl followed by t 
decay to the H± is very large. Relative to the t decay rate to charged W's we 
have: 

T{t -» 11+b) __ p»+ mUrnj ~ m3„+) 
T[t - W+b) ~ p w + (m? + 2mi

w){mf ~ m&,) P t w 

where pn+ and pnr+ are the center-of-mass momenta of the H+ and W+ For 
the respective decays. Thus, the H+ channel is fully competitive with the W+ 

mode. If mt < m w ± + «n, then one must turn to other production modes for 
the charged Higgs. Naively, one might expect that, at SSC energies, there will 
be a non-negligible amount of top-quarks (and bottom-quarks) inside the proton, 
so that one could use (S fusion to create the H+ (and, of course, bl Fusion for 
H~). Although this is in some sense true, it turns out that the application of the 
parton model to this subproccss overestimates the charged Higgs cross-Beet Ion 
by about a factor of 2. The reason For this is that, even at SSC energies, the 
top quark distribution function is not present at full strength (as compared to 
other massless quarks). So, effectively, the t-quark distribution function is of 
0[ae). This means that other parlonic sub processes which are 0{at) down from 
(S —f H+ are competitive with (6 fusion, if they do not involve an initial i-quark. 
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The sub-process which turns out to be most important is b t gluon --* i -(- / / ' 
In fact, there ia a subtle point involved here, since the leading logarithm of this 
process (for m H + > m t ) corresponds precisely to the th fusion process. In ref. 7 a 
method of calculation IS developed which avoids any problem of double counting, 
and shown how to correctly evaluate the charged Higcs production cross-section. 
Numerical analysis'"'shows that the correct procedure at SSC energies, for Fliggs 
and top maasea or interest, is to omit entirely the th fusion contribution, and 
include only the exact 2 -+ 2 subproccss Ig - • IFI{ We will make use of this 
result in the analysis presented below. For ease of reference, we give the cross 
nection for H * production from ref. 8 in fig. J. 
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Figure l i Charged Higgs total cross section from ref. K. Tin 1 cross section in 
computed for tan ,3 = 1, and is displayed for mi = 40 ami 2(10 (,'rV. 

Even in the case where m j | i > mt , the raw number of charged Uiggs events 
is substantial. However, for a given Higgs decay mode, the desired signal is 
generally Bwamped by huge backgrounds. To have any rhancc of swing a signal, 
a trick must be employed. One trick that we shall explore is thai of a 'stiff lepton 
trigger', first proposed in ref. B. In the production mechanisms, hg • / / / ' 
and bg -* tH~, one at tempts to trigger on the ( or / produced in association 
with the charged Higgs. One approach to doing this is to note that the final 
state t and f quarks are typically moving nearly parallel to the original beam 
Ordinarllyt they would just be lost inside the beam jets. However, il the f-quark 
decays semi-leptonically, the electron or muon will be kicked on. wilii sufficiently 
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large pr {of order m*/2), so that, it can bo used to trigger the desired event. 
Even the Icptons coming from decays of the secondary b quarks that arise from t 
decay will contribute to tab trigger, so that a trigger in which a stiff iepton with 
pl

T > 10 GeV a required retains <~ 4&% of the R* events, while rejecting all but 
1 % to 256 of most types of background processes.1*1 

The first question that one must ask is whether the possibility of such a 
trigger could even make the observation of the charged Hlggs In its major ib 
decay mode feasible. For simplicity of natation let us consider production and 
detection of the single charge state, H~, If we imagine for a moment that the 
stiff lepton trigger is 10096 efficient in eliminating events without a spectator t 
quark and that the f quark can also be triggered upon with 100% efficiency, then 
the only backgrounds are gb -* trTb (i.e. a QCD aubprocess leading to exactly the 
same final state) and gg —f tig. The latter is a background to the extent that 
a g jet cannot he distinguished from a b Jet. (We ignore the generally smaller 
§q -» if? backgrounds.) These backgrounds have been computed in ref. 9. We 
will sketch thu results for the typical case of mu* - 100 GeV and tan/7 = I. 
First, wc require that all outgoing jelB have |y| < S and total energies above 
ID GeV. In addition, we require that the b jet (or g) have energy larger than 
50 GeV, and that the laboratory angular separation between the I and b {or 5) 
be at least 15 degrees, Finally,'we assume that it will be passible to achieve a 
resolution of order 10% In the f-6(o) mass, and accept only events with Afrj(B) 
within the range 95 GeV to 105 GeV. The results for the cross sections are: 

«*(( + # " ) ~B4 pb 
o(t + ft) ~ 200 pb (5) 
a{i + ig) *- 2800 pb. 

It is relatively straightforward to find additional cuts that reduce the i + ft back
ground below the Bignal rate (without sacrifice of too much cross section). ThuB 
the most important question m whether efficient procedures for distinguishing b 
jets from g jets to onn part in 40 can be developed. Of course, the above discus
sion has so far Ignored backgrounds such as gg —• ggg (and similar ones involving 
light quarkH) which enter to the extent that (jetB cannot be distinguished from 
g and light quark jots. It was shown In rcf, 0 that a set of cuts can be found that 
reduce th« go ~* SM c r o S H section sufficiently, so that discrimination between 6, t 
and g jets to one part in ~ -10 would make this background comparable to the 
signal (which is about 1 pb after cuts). This factor of 40 might be achievable, 
baaed on the stiff ieplon trigger example discussed earlier. The major problem 
will be whether or not this can actually be done with, high efficiency. In addition, 
there is the question of what mass resolution in the ib channel can actually be 
achieved. Clearly these are questions requiring a detailed Monte Carlo study. 
Wo do not feel that one should be very optimistic about direct detection of the 
tl* in the tb channel; however, the above results do suggest that further study 
is warranted. 
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Since the dominant decay mode of the charged Higgs is a very problematical 
mode of discovery, it is imperative to examine other possible rarer decay modes. 
The obvious strategy "IB to choose distinctive final states in order that the in
creased aignal-to-hackground can more than compensate the reduced branching 
ratio. In thiB report wo shall consider five interesting rare decays, involving stan
dard model particleH and/or Biggs bourns, neglecting temporarily the possibility 
of exotic final states {e.g. containing supersymmotric particles). First, among I) if 
possible final state fermion pairs, we consider the TU decay mude. The branching 
ratio in the two-Higgs-doublet model is: 

v ' 3(mf r.ot*0 + mftan 2 /?} l ' 

where we have assumed that the dominant decay of Llie charged lliggs in into 
i5 {or bl). Thus, unless Ian/J is quite lnrge, we expert, a branching ratio of 
flJUf//* -» ru] £ 1 0 ~ 3 , when mH, > m, + mi, and mt £ ft5 GrV. Of course, 
if the top quark mass is larger than the charged Higga maun, then UW(n<) c;ui 
be substantially bigger; at tan/? = 1 roughly 3.196 of tin; rharged UiRgH decays 
are to TU, and the number could Uu liiibstantially higher if tn.ii /"f - 1. Tr> In? 
more specific requires a definite model, which also includes tin: IV ' / /" modes 
to be discussed later, As an example, if the branching ratio for IT • r ' \* is 
computed in the minimal supcrxymmctry mode!,"1 for mtll •: m, t m\, ami ;ili 
supersymmelric particle modes forbidden, a. typical choice cif parameters yU'l'l* 
a rv mode branching ratio ranging between 10% and '10%, and i-ven higher fur 
small mH±. To evaluate whether it is [tivmble to detect the rliargei! tliggs in 
this mode, we must carefully evaluate the charged Higga prudurLinn ami llie 
competing backgrounds to the H *' - * TV filiiil state. A detailed discu^iun nf tin' 
detectibility of the charged EligRS via the rv mode Ls presented in Sci-ticin (' 

What about other rare decay modes of the charged Nigs* hiwon'' Within 
the context of Standard Model-partirie Hnn.1 status, the only pussiliiliiicN lliiii 
come to mind arc H'k -* W^i, ft' < IV ' t ouarfcrmium, II ' • IV l //". nmf 
/f* - • W*Hai {where II" can, in principle, be either of the neutral HI-JILIIS, }{\ 
or 11%). The rate for the first mode has been computed in ref. ,'l. In general the 
branching ratio is quite small, end the event rate loo low to rcnri|iete wilii the 
W^-y continuum background. An exception to this statement urriirx when the 
charged Higgs mass is much smaller than the ma.sn of the heavier neutral HiggH 
(//?). However, note that in the superaytruiietrir model* in be diseased biiw 
the ff * and H® masses are always quite similar. 

The W* + quarkonium mode branching ratios were roruudrrrd in ref. Mi 
The modes H+ -» W + T and ft* > IV ' © (where H is the ;* -V, \,„>uui M.iirt 
were computed; both are quite sensitive to the value of nit whii h rulers (he lonfi 
diagram calculations and controls the pha**e spare. The ciithtuMoh.i of r<-l Ml 
are easily summarized. II" U' -* tb is not allowed, then (he lir.ni< hum r.di" 
for flf+ - • W+T is quite significant (typically I .1 • 1(1 '11 /<'(//• ; HI 
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when % t is just below mt + nn, although it falls rapidly with increasing mt. 
Together with tt production followed by t ~* If+b and F -* W~l, one Snds 
a significant rote for production of two b jcta, two leptcmically decaying tV's 
and a leplonicnlly decaying T. In contrast, since It+ -+ (6 is always allowed if 
J7+ —* W+B is allowed, the latter decay always has a very small branching ratio 
(typically <, NT*). 

The / /+ - • W+R$ and H+ -* W+B$ decays are potentially quite im
portant due to the large contributions from longitudinal W polarization states. 
These modes have been explored in rcr, 3. Defining the Feynman coupling for 
H+W~H° as the coefficient of -i{p + p1) • cw (where p and p' are the four-
momenta of H+ and H°, reBpecUvcly) we have a sum rule analogous to that of 
eq. (3): 

ffu+H'-.wj'+ffir+w-i/j ~ s / 4 - 00 

Again, a specific model is required to determine both the division of the coupling 
strengths and the relation between the r / + , H® and Wj masses. Defining the 
ratio RWHa « BR{H+ - • W+Hn)/BR{B* -> *S), we obtain: 

„ 2coB 3 ( f f -a)p^m| f ^ 
WH" 3j»B[(mfcotV + m J t a n ! , / J ) ( i n 5 f + - m ? - m j ) - 4 m f m 2 J w 

where pw and P( ore the centcr-of-mass momenta of the indicated final state 
particles, and a is the scalar Higgs mixing angle. The corresponding formula 
for Hi is obtained by replacing cos(/? - a) with sin(# - <*}• To determine just 
how important these modes could potentially be, we consider the case where 
the outgoing H§ has a mass of 40 GeV and saturates the allowed coupling 
strength {i.e., COB(J9 — a) = 1 in eq, (8)J, At tan/3 = 1 and mt — 55 GeV 
the ratio RWHo = BR(H+ ~* W+HQ)fBR{H+ -* tB) rises from ~ 0.17 at 
mjf± = 140 GeV to ~ 1.2 at rrin± = 200 GeV, passing 10 in the vicinity of 
m#± = 480 GcY. However, if the minima! supersymmefcric model is employed, 
the importance of such modes is greatly reduced. First, the mass relations are 
such that B+ -» W+Hf Is never allowed. Second, Sjf*w-na h 3 3 *he same 
severe suppression that characterizes the B°WW and HfZZ couplings, as dis
cussed earlier. At m* = 55 GeV the resulting RWH* value is 0 at faR.fi = 1 
(since by eqs, (13) and (17), cosfjt? — ot) — 0 at this point), and it reaches a 
maximum as a function of w,{f + of ~ 2 x I 0 - 3 at tan/7 = 1.5 and ~ 7 x I 0~ s at 
tan p ss 3. As tnfi+ increases beyond the location of the maximum R\vn° folk 
slowly. The H° masses implied by the choices of m/;+ and tan/3 in the above 
range arc of order 20 to 40 GeV. Thus //£ would decay to hb. In fact, the above 
branching ratios for tan/? > I.S imply an effective W+fI° associated production 
cross section (~ I pb) that is not very different from the associated production 
cross section considered in searches for the intermediate mass Standard Model 
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neutral Higgs (using W' —> tVJ / ° ) l ' " Of course, outside the context, of the min-
imal supersymmctry model considerably larger cross flections are possible. The 
studies of the intermediate mass Higgs region 1 " suggest that the tit mass reso
lution will be sufficient to recognize a 1 pi level W •" HQ signal over backgrounds 
coming from mixed QCD/Eloetrowcak processes such us qq' -• W ' hb\ when the 
H° mass is in the vicinity of 120 GeV (and the tt mo.le is not allowed). This 
WDuld undoubtedly be much more dillicult al lower lib invariant mass; problems 
would include decreased lb mass resolution and significantly larger backgrounds. 
On the other hand, charged Higgs production can be tagged u.sing the "stiff-
lepton" trigger discussed earlier. In addition charged Higgs decay would lead 
to Jacobian peaks in the outgoing W"1' and fit-system transverse momenta that 
might allow for effective cuts thai would further reduce backgrounds. Clearly, 
a detailed MontQ Carlo study is required to fully i-Hsess the situation, hut ihi.s 
mode looks relatively promising. 

Finally, we summarize the results of ref. :i for the decays // ' • W ' II"-,. 
As in the previous case, the strength for such modes is divided between i }>«• 
H® and H j . The useful branching ratio relative to the th decay channel of 
the H+ depends upon the minimum energy allowed for the - j . I,ei us adopt a 
requirement of E-j > 20 GeV '. / /* rest frame. For tan /* 1, t/i t W GrV. 
an H° mass of 55 GeV, and t. •'• coupling, the ratio Hwn.,^ HR{I1 ' • 
W + H°n)/BR(H+ - • tl) is 0.01 .... m„i ••= 300 GeV and rises steadily wiih 
jncreaairjg mn±, passing 0.1 by m / / t — .120 Ge.V. This would clearly provide .i 
very viable signature and rate for H+ detection, even accounting for the need t.n 
reconstruct the 11° in a bb decay mode. However, just as in the W ' ff" mode case, 
the minimal supcrBymmetric model predicts that If ' * IV U'fi is phase-space 
forbidden, while H+ —t W+H%i ' s severely suppressed. In this particular model, 
RWHo1 (where we have taken E^ > 20 GeV, m ( -- 5!> GeV, and tan i) - 1.J1. 
as an example) reaches a maximum of ~ 2.f> > 10 5 ;it m^, — .JD0 GeV and 
decreases (slowly) thereafter. The resulting event rate al the SSC would not he 
useful! 

Thus, to summarize, the ' rare ' decay mode of I he chiirged Higgs thai in 
significant in the largest class of models (including, in particular, the minimal 
supersymmetrtc model) is the TV channel. Thus, we shall focus on this mode in 
the following section. 

C . S e a r c h for t h e C h a r g e d HiggB HOBOII "Via its ru Decay 

As discussed in Section tJ, then; are two different scenarios to consider when 
discussing the detectahility of the // ' ' ' in any of its decay nioderi. fit the first. 
mt > TTIJJ± + mi, and we will look for II t: in the decays of the I and / quark* 
produced via gg •••» tt. In the second, If* must be produced inclusively via the 
gb —> fj±t fusion processes. 

The first case, m(;i -hrttt < mt, can he expected lo provide ihe di-are*! signal 



for the charged Higgs, because both the production cross section, o{gg •-* tt), and 
the branching ratio Tor / / + ~» T+vr are large. The main difficulty is to distinguish 
the charged Higgs signal, t ~* bH+, from the standard decay, ( -» bW+, with the 
subsequent decay of / / * and W^ to a lopton and neutrino. Unlike the case of W 
decay, charged Eliggs decay yields a violation of "lepton universality" that can 
be used to distinguish between the two possible top decay modes. Specifically, 
in the case of charged Higgs decay, the branching ratio for decay to the r lepton 
is much larger than tha t for decay to an electron or a muon. But, in the case of 
W boson decay, alt three leptons are produced equally. 

As is discussed in ref. 12, events containing r ' s can be enhanced by triggering 
on isolated charged tracks. The isolated track can be either a lepton or a hadron. 
Of course, IV decay to e,/*,r can also produce an isolated chinged track, so 
we will have to use a statistical technique to uncover a signal for charged Higgs 
production against the background of charged W production in top quark decays. 
If the source Df the isolated track is the decay or the charged Higgs, the ratio 
of the probability that the isolated track is a hadron to the probability that the 
track i.s a lepLon (hereafter referred to as R[h/l)) is the same as that in the decay 
of the r. For simplicity, wc will assume that, the decay of the charged Higga and 
W boson to quarks can be rejected completely. In the case of W boson decay, the 
ratio R(hft) '" smaller than for tau decay, because an electron or muon directly 
produced from the \V decay cannot be distinguished from a single track coming 
from a lau decay. Thus, R[hjl) for IV decay is /i(T)/(J{r)+2), where h[r) and i ( r ) 
are the branching fractions for single charged hadrons and leptons, respectively, 
in tau decay. Using the measured decay branching fractions of the r , WC find that 
ir then! IB no charged lliggs in the t decays, the measured R[h/l) will be 0.22. tn 
contrast, if vm assume; Tor the moment that the branching ratio for t - • W+b is 
equal to that for ( - • / / yh, one finds R{h/l) = 0.59. 

Wc should not ignore the possibility that the top quark is tight enough to have 
a large production cross section at existing accelerators such an the Tevatron,yet 
heavy enough that mt > m H i -|- mj,, so that BRtff^ —* TI>) is large. In such a 
case, the SSC might not be required for the discovery of the H±. Even in the 
supersymmctric model where m;/± > mw, the charged Higgs could be quite near 
its lower limit and the ( quark could be only moderately heavier, yet still light 
enough ID be produced at the Tevatron with a substantial r a t i . We have made a 
first exploration of this possibility. As an example wc shall lake ml{i = 85 GeV 
and consider two possible £ quarks masses: 110 GeV and 120 GeV. The signal 
for / / ' production that we focus on is that discussed above, namely an excess 
number of isolated singly charged hadrons [k] produced in t quark decays via 
Hie chain 

( - • // ' t, //•'• — T '> , with r+ - e + , ^ + or A+ + A', (9) 

where X can contain only n°'s and/or >v's and h+ = TT+ or K+, as compared to 
the norma! sequence 

t - . IV + 6 H ' + - e + , M + o r r + + l . , (10) 
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with the T+ decaying as above. The first process produces HiihsLnnlinlly more 
isolated singly charged hadrons than does the second. Assuming tan/ / 1 we 
And, uaing eq. (4), that for mH± - 85 GeV, BR{1 • f, ' ) • \\\%{'n%) for 
rrn = 120 GeV[llO GeV). Larger masses for the Hi result in smaller branching 
ratios, and, therefore, leas sensitivity. 

In order to see whether charged Migga from (-quark dec.y art" observable at 
the Tevatron, one of ua (L. Galticri) has performed a Niontc Carlo study using 
ISAJET. This study does not incoporate any detector simulation. In addition. 
detailed QCD background studies were not done. Tin; conclusions that we reach 
are probably optimistic; therefore, this procedure only sets an upper bound ;<> 
the discovery limit of the charged Higgs. The branching ratios for / . / / ' ' h ami 
t —y W+b were computed using eq. (<1) with tan 0 - 1. Assuming only Standard 
Modol decays, the branching ratio for II ^ —> TU (For tan fi • 1) is approximately 
3596. We select events in which the ISAJET generated particle list shows that 
there is a lepton (< or fi), witli laboratory transverse momentum j>-r • 20 fle.V, 
coming from the decay of one of the top quarks (t\)- Kxpeririirnt ally there is a 
significant chance that such a leplon will lie relatively isolated, and we .shall call 
it an 'isolated leplon'. However, isolation criteria were not m•lually implemented 
(and events chosen accordingly) for thin first study, in I he present iont<'\l, sm-
a lepton is most likely to originate from the IV ' or // ' appealing in I In' ilei. v 
of f j . Note that Icptonit from r decay (Tor example, ' , > 11' ' (or }f ' ) l> 
rvb —• li/uub) are also included if the pr condition is satisfied. Kur the second 
top ((a) decay we require a 'prompt 1 charged partirle coming from the IV '• or 
H'k having pr > 10 GeV and count how often this is a hadnm or a lept.in: 
an excess of hadronu is the signature Tor tliggs decay of the tup. The 'prompt ' 
charged particle can he a charged lepton [c or fi) a,s in I lie rase of /, decay, or 
a single charged hadron {n± or K'i:) from r decay. Thus, only dr< ays of the : \ 
into one charged prong are considered. We assume thai enormit-enl ally a narrow 
cone surrounding a 'prompL' charged hadron can be defined whn h contains ..II 
the energy of the neutral hadronic decay products that inighl be a>so< laird with 

thia charged track. Thus, in calculating the pr of the charged li.idron n i; 
from T decay, associated photon [ir") momentum (For example, « '" H r , „ m (l ,„• 
K' decays of the r) is added to the charged particle ni<-imeiit urn. This is done in 
order to have larger detection efficiency for the given />,• cut. finally, to reduce 
poflBible QCD background, we require the lepton or hadron from the second lop 
to be central, i.e., |r |̂ < 1.5, 

Two choices of integrated luminosity are considered; a| t he Teval run (TKV 
I) to run 5 years at its maximum yearly yield <>r It) ph '; ami b) an up><rad.d 
Tcvatxon (TEV-I1) lo run for Lwo years iit. .rif)l) p/i \h/nn . Tin- ri^iiii:, .irr ..IIU'.MI 
in Tabic 1, where i stands for an isolated rharged leplnn and h lor an isolaii.l 
charged hadron; the notation " Nrilt„" refers to number o| events. It is ilrar 
from this table that it is not possible to discover thi: // ; at TKV I. w i n n a s [In 
possibility of its discovery at TEV-II cannot he excluded. !''<>r example, »\ TKV 
II the difference between the H l -y W i and the W ' alone |fur m, 121) fi'cl') 
is AR(h/t) = (.351 J: .032) - (.176 1.018) - 0 . 1 8 I .(II, >i nominally .siguili. am 
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effect. Nonetheless, it is certainly possible that one may not be able to rule out 
charged Higgs with m H ± < mt — m& by the time the SSC is ready to turn on. 

Tabic 1 
Sensitivity of Tevatron to Charged Higgs with t in > m H * + nib 

jLdt 

(G'V) 

a QB-+ tl top 
decay 

l7-* I 

Nevtt 

R{h/l) 

TEV-1 50 120 16.6 830 158 

132 

32.4 

22.5 

5.7 

7.9 

.18 ± . 0 8 

.35 ± . 1 5 

TEV-I SO 110 27.0 1350 252 

216 

50.6 

37.0 

0.3 

12.6 

.IB ± . 0 6 

.34 ± .11 

TEV-I1 1000 120 16.6 16600 w± 3160 

2640 

648 

450 

114 

158 

.18 ± . 0 2 

.35 ± .03 

TEV-H 2000 no 27.0 27000 W± 

Wt + H* 
5049 

4320 

1012 

740 

185 

252 

.18 ± .01 

.34 ± .03 

At the SSC, when mt > m«± +mt, one anticipates that this type of procedure 
will provide a clear signal for Jf* production, due to the high machine luminoaity 
and energy. To verify this, one of us (H. Yamamoto) has performed a Monte 
Carlo study using PYTHIA. Here a Monte Carlo simulation was performed using 
experimentally defined triggering procedures developed in ref. 12. However, 
this simulation did not include the effects of (unknown) momentum and energy 
resolution. 

The technique for triggering on r leptons from charged Higgs decay relics 
on the event shape of the charged Higgs events and on the topology or possible 
background events, 

(1) The charged particle with highest p j relative to the beam direction is chancn 
as a candidate for the isolated charged particle emerging from r decay. We 
demand that no other charged particles are within a narrow cone around 
this candidate particle. The narrow cone, illustrated in fig. 2, "IB denned by 
requiring that the half angle $ satisfies cos^ = 0.999. 

(2) The candidate track can be associated with -r's (*r°'s). The charged particle 
momentum and the photon momenta in the narrow cone arc summed vecto-
rially. The resultant transverse momentum magnitude, \pT{narrow cone)). 
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Figure 3: We illustrate the cones lined to define an isolated charged track. 

muBt exceed 100 GeV and the p.Huudo-rapidity of the narrow cone three-
momentum must satisfy ^(narrow cune)\ < 1.5. 

(3) Around the narrow cone, a broader region is defined by requiring that 
A.R = >/A^ a + Ar/3 satisfy AW < 0.8. We require that the E> sum in this 
region (excluding the region in the narrow cone) be smaller than 20 GeV, 
This defines what we mean by an isolated charged particle track, 

(4) Next, we require that the miasing |pVI of L "° whole event must exceed SO % 
Gf the \pr(narrow cone)\, The idea or this requirement is to select events 
containing a rather energetic neutrino, such as that which would emerge in 
charged HiRgs decay. 

(5) Finally, the event should have an additional 'stiff teptnn (e or ;i) with pT -• 
5 GeV, an angle with reapect to the beam that sati.ilies fi" < 0i,vtlin < 17.1°, 
and the charge of this Icpton must he opposite in xign from the charge or 
the observed isolated high pr charged track. Since the lepton is .supposed 
to come from the other top quark, that is produced in association with the 
charged Higgs, it is required to be isolated from the nearest reconstructed 
jet. The isolation condition '*' h givtm by y^t/vl j! cosSf3) '-• 0.8, where 
pt is the momentum of the lepton and 6(s is the angle between the lej>-
ton and the nearest reconstructed jet which is found by the I.und fluster 
algorithm.'* 

The results of this .study are summarized in Table 2. Table ! j;i\ es the number 
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of events per year for three classes of events: l) events which contain a single 
isolated track; 2) eventa which contain a stiff lepton in addition to an isolated 
lepton track; 3) eventa which contain a stiff lepton In addition to an isolated 
hadron track. In classes 2) and 3), the Erst stiff lepton can be thought of as 
coming from one t quark, while the Bccond isolated lepton or hadron comes from 
the other t quark. The final column of the table gives the ratio of events of class 
3) to events of class 2). The results are given for two coses: in the first we assume 
that there is no charged Higgs particle; while in the second case we assume that 
the charged Higgs and IV's are produced with equal probability in t decay. 

Table 2 
Comparison of R{h/l)'a wi th and without t -> H ± b 

mn± = 100 GtV, mt = 200 GeV, pT{rtarrow cone) > 5D GeV, 
L = lO* pfc - 1. "r candidate" refers to the isolated track which is used 
to identify the r; J {h) in the 3rd (4lh) column means that the isolated 
track for Llic r candidate is identified to be a hadron (leplon). 

Process T candidate / + stiff lepton h + stiff lepton R[hfl) 
t - K j y i + fc (no / / * ) 2.1 x I 0 a 2.5 X 10 s 2.3 X 10 4 0.09 

t -> W± or J / 1 h b 1.2 x 10° 7.5 X 10 4 3.0 X 10* 0.38 

One important observation from this tabic is that Il(h/() differs by a factor of 
4 in these two canes. This number is the ratio of two dlirercnt kinds of events, and 
is independent of the distribution functions Dr the total production cross section 
of the ti pair. Secondly, the difference in the number of isolated charged tracks 
(i.e. r candidates) comes from the fact that an electron or muon directly produced 
from the W boson is more easily tagged than a charged particle produced from 
the r decay, because the former is more energetic and is isolated in nature. But 
the diircrencc between the absolute production rate for r candidates, when the 
charged HigKH " s present and when it is not, is useful only If one can estimate the 
total cross section of tl pair production. 

The main problem in the overall significance of the signal for charged Higgs 
production obtained from R(h/l) is iiiisidenlification or Icptons (electrons and 
unions directly produced from the W boson) as isolated hadrons. However, even 
if we allow for a reasonable level of the inisideiitification probabilities of electrons 
and niuons, the tighter cuts mentioned below should allow us to distinguish 
between the case where the charged IliggB is present in top decay from the case 
in which it is not. 

As state earlier, the numbers given in Table 2 are based on the PYTHIA 
Monte Carlo, which carries out the hadronization of partons and decays of par
ticles. When tracing back tD the parent of the isolated tracks, it was found that 
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sometimes a had ran which cornea from the few body decay of a charmed particle 
produced in the 6 quark jetH was identified as an isolated charged track. This 
means that the results shown in Tabic 2 are somehow dependent on the frag
mentation models and the decay model used in the PYTHIA Mnnte Carlo. The 
PYTHIA. Monte Carlo is fairly well tuned using the currently available data, but 
still it IB desirable to find a way to make the result independent of the treatment 
of hadronization and fragmentation. A lighter selection of isolated charged tracks 
was tried in order to reject thiB kind of background. The efficiency dropped, but 
the dependence on hadronfoation became weaker. This anal., HIS is still going 
on! and no conclusion can be drawn at to the dependence on the hndrontzation 
models, but the results shown in Table 2 seem to still be valid. 

Th<? background due to misidcnlifjcation of a charged luploti as a charged 
hadron, and vice versa, in proceBBes with larger cross section, i.e. pure QCD 
processes (in which only light quarks and gluons are involved) or processes in 
which a single gauge boson is produced in association with one or more juts, has 
not yet been studied. However, the background situation is far better than that 
which we encounter below in the case where rn^J t~ run > m,. In the present 
situation, the events of interest arise from It production which i;> a strong QCD 
process with a cross section that is of order a hundred times larger than the 
6g —« H^i production prctccsn that ia the dominant median in IT: for charged iliggs 
production when m//* -t- mi, > m<. 

We turn now to the second case, where miti I- rrij, > m ( , Kxistiug theoretical 
models suggest that this is more likely to be the case than at, .• mu, f m,.. 
Detection of a charged Mings that dura not result from I decay i.'i impossible at the 
Tevatron,so we shall focus only on Lhe SSC. Hefore presenting a detailed Monti-
Carlo analysis of the charged Higgs search via its TU mode in this rase, let us 
make some quick estimates to determine the extent of the difficulty or separating 
the signal from the anticipated background. Using the cross-sections discussed in 
fig. 1, one can make a ijuir.k comparison between signal arid likely l>ack|;roumh. 
It immediately becomes clear that the signal-to-noise is much smaller than ), 
except for the limited mass range where m ( mj. £, mtl, ;£ mi, I nit when- tin-
top quark is still not heavy enough to decay to / / : t -) 6. The problem here i>> thai 
both real and virtual W bosons can also decay into TU Una] states. Kven when 
wc employ the trick of a slifT-Icplori trigger, then.- is an irreducible hat-kgnmnd 
process which is not rejected, namely gb -* IW'1 and its charge conjugate. The 
event topology for this reaction is identical to that of ih<: .signal, and only I lie 
lower masB of the W + can be used to separate this background from the signal 
(using rapidity cuts and the Jacobiau peak hi the /)•/• sper tnnn or Ui<> single 

charged particles from r decay '* ). To illustrate the magnitude of the problem, 
wc give in fig. 3 the cross section for t/b » tW ' ' and its charge coiijiigide, 
compared to go —• 27/ ' and its charge conjugate, as a funrtion of tin- / quark 
masB at mn± = 300 Gr.V. 

No branching ratios for the W ' > ft/ nr J/ ' • 7 1- decays have hern incur 
porated. In comparing mi dependence ii shnulil be kept in niinilili.il 1MI[\Y ' 
TU) is mi independent once the tb channel is closed, while Hli'{ll ' > if) [alls 



gb-*W~t+gb -V(+l vs. gb-*H~t+gb-»H+t 
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Figure 3: We give the cross section for gl —* IW+ and its charge conjugate, 
compared to gb —* TH+ and its charge conjugate, as a function of the t quark 
mass at mH± = 300 GeV, No branching ratios for the W^ -* tv or H± —• ri> 
decays have been incorporated. Tn comparing mt dependence it should be kept 
in mind that BRtyV^ -> ru) is mt independent once the tb channel is closed, 
while BR(H± —> rv) falls like l / m 2 . This calculation is taken from ref. 6. 

like 1/m 2. The cross section for gb —» tH^ presented in fig. 3 can be adjusted 
for tan/3 ^ 1 by using 

a{gb -» tB*) x m 2 cot 2 0 + m 2 tan 2 /?. (11) 

We choose "typical" values of mtH* = 300 GeV, tan 2 /J ~ 3 and mt = 70 GeV. 
Including branching ratios for the TU decays of the W and if, we have S/B ~ 
1D~4 with a signal of 200 events where the small signal rate is due in part to 
the small H^ —* TU branching ratio which is of order 1 0 - a . The means for 
discriminating between this background and the charged Higgs signal are limited 
and can probably never achieve better than a factor of 10 discrimination. Using 
such a factor it quickly becomes clear that BR{H± -* TV) £ 0.5 is required 
before one could detect the charged Higgs in this manner. 

Despite this pessimistic outlook, we have pursued the detection of the charged 
Higgs when mt < mH± + mb using the PYTHIA Monte Carlo. We employ the 
techniques of ref. 12 outlined earlier for identifying the r lepton from charged 
IliggK decay and for triggering on the stiff lepton from the decay of the top quark, 

solid: TT; daahes: H x 10° 
m H - 300 GBV 
tnnfl - 1 
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produced in association with the charged Higgs. Even though Lin- production 
mechanism is gb —* H±t (instead of gg —* it with t --> If ' b) the final state in 
very similar to that considered earlier and the same techniques apply. The case 
of mji± = 300 GeV and mt = 40 GeV was already studied in ref. 12, with the 
conclusion that it is very difficult to observe charged Iliggs production because of 
the small branching ratio of H+ —* T+VT. During the present workshop we have 
continued to employ the above triggering techniques in the study of additional 
chokes for the charged Higgs and lop quark mass. Tabic '1 summarize!- our 
results. 

Table 3 

E x p e c t e d number of events for the charged Hi^gs and backgrounds 
L - ID'1 pl>"' 

Process Isolated Lcpton Stifr Lcpton m„, (OVl'J m, ('.Y1--') 

H± + t 13 1.7 .'too •to 

-It) 

10 

200 

•10 

200 

-10 

•to 

H* + t 10 1.5 •too 

•to 

-It) 

10 

200 

•10 

200 

-10 

•to 

H± + t B 1.0 r.ot) 

•to 

-It) 

10 

200 

•10 

200 

-10 

•to 

H± + t 1.7 0.7 3uo 

•to 

-It) 

10 

200 

•10 

200 

-10 

•to 

W±+q(g) 7 x 10 6 9 x 10 3 300 

•to 

-It) 

10 

200 

•10 

200 

-10 

•to 

W±+q(g) 2 x 10 3 1.3 x 10 3 300 

•to 

-It) 

10 

200 

•10 

200 

-10 

•to 

W 7.5 x 10 4 < 80 300 

•to 

-It) 

10 

200 

•10 

200 

-10 

•to w± + z 400 -1 300 

•to 

-It) 

10 

200 

•10 

200 

-10 

•to 

Table 3 shows the expected number of events ner year for several < hoices of 
mj]± and mt after selecting events with an isolated charged p;irti«'le ;LS described 
earlier, and after imposing the additional requirement of" the existence of a stilf 
lepton on the opposite side of the r jet. Also shown in Table 3 are t he rn.'iir' sounes 
of background. As can be seen, the main conclusion of ref. I'J is not i handed. 
that is, the event rate is very small for the mass range of in , , . 3(io "i00 ' .''I . 
and the background is much larger Lhan the signal. 

Finally we have examined the special case where in,,, m,. for the u;irti< 
ular choice of mj/± = mj = 200 GeV. In this case, tlie main source of chiiij;1''! 
Higgs production is, once again, bg * / / Z, phis t.lir- charge cimjuj'_;Lt•• proi <• 
The production rate, o{bg -+ Ii±t) •: BH{II '• • ru) is shown in T.iblf t. lor ,n 
integrated luminosity of L — 10"1 pb ' per year, 
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Tabic 4 
r signal | B i / * decay and background from W* decay 

m«* => m< = 200 GeV, L =» 10* pft"1 

Process vBR(pb) Events/year 

ff* + t, ff* «+ r e r 100 2960 

H ^ + I . I P * - * ^ 240 9000 

The expected number of events pet year after the signal selection is around 
3000. The main source of background is associated W^t production with the 
subsequent decay of the W* to a ieptoit and a neutrino. The Biggs particle la 
tagged by a single charged track from the r decay, and it is impossible to clearly 
separate this Higgs decay mode from the W decay. Also, this W is associated 
with a top quark on the opposite side, and the stifF lepton cut does not help to 
reduce this background. AB can be seen from Table 4, the SfB ratio is around 
0.3 to 0.4, both In the production rate o x BR and the observed number after 
signal selection. The statistical significance of the signal is reasonable, and if one 
can estimate the background rate, it may be possible to establish the excess over 
other known sources. However, because this method for the identification of the 
Higgs particle is not a direct reconstruction of the particle by an invariant mass, 
it may be difficult to prove that this excess originates from the production of a 
new particle, i.e. the charged Higgs particle. 

In summary, if m H ± > rr»t, it will be very difficult to observe a signal for 
the charged Higgs boson at a hadron collider via the decay mode H* -» rv\ bat 
the present studies indicate that it should be possible to find evidence for the 
charged Higgs if rnj/* < m*. 

D . Detector Acquirements for the Charged Higga Search 

We have seen that detection of a charged Higga boson requires triggering on 
high PT isolated charged particlca, in this case the r and the relatively isolated 
electrons and muons from top quarks. Obviously, we need a detector with good 
leptan identification power and good momentum resolution for isolated particles. 
In addition, we have lo identify taus through their specific decay modes (r* -• 
jr* + I/(+»T'"B) or •n±-n'it+ + t>) and they Bhoutd be distinguished from C'B, ji'ta 
and QCB jela. Similar requirements emerge in tagging the leptons from top 
seml-ieptonic decays and our techniques can be applied to the search for the 
intermediate mass neutral Higgs boson and for heavy quarks or iepto-quarkB, We 
have developed a number of tricks to enhance the distinctive topologies typical 
of such triggers. However, their implementation places definite demands upon 
the detector. In this section, we give the basic detector requirements and discuss 
technical innovations that will be needed to implement them. 



1. Tracking Devices 
Vertex detector 

It is not easy to select taus by using the impact parameter method at SSC, 
Bince the impact parameter is relatively small Tor tans, of 0(100 / im), and it is 
almost a Lorentz boost invariant variable. Therefore, high momentum does not 
help to reconstruct the secondary vertex, unless we can find the tan decays in 
the fiducial volume of the vertex detector. The problem of taggLijj would be less 
severe if the decay mode H^ —» t -f 6 were large enough to be observed above 
background, since the vertex detector could be used to find secondary vertices 
from fl-hadron decays. 

Central tracking device 

It is essential to have a tracking device to detect charged lligg» bosons. 
However, reconstruction of the charged tracks is necessary only in the vicin
ity [AR = \/AT]2 + A 0 a < 1) of the isolated large pr energy clusters or high 
PT muon candidates. The magnetic Meld should not be no high as lo disturb the 
calorimctry. The requirements for the tracking devices arc: 

(1) Momentum resolution: Apr/px » O.OOOSPT- (C7eV) ®0.02*. The muon 
momentum must be measured with an accuracy oT 10% for pr - 200 GeV. 
Since electron identification will require using p-m ~ ' ' ' 'KM (whera pTR is 
the momentum of the track measured by the tracking device and Essi is the 
electromagnetic energy measured by the calorimeter), good restitution will 
be necessary. Good resolution \n also essential in order to select a charged 
pion from tau decay ( r ± —• w* \v ( + n , u , s ) ) ! by efficiently rejecting isolated 
electrons, Tor example, from H'-boson decays. 

(2) Double track resolution: The three ehwgnd pious from r 1 > t\\ t u •* 
7 r : t j r _ 7r + + v must be reconstructed as three separated chnrgt.'d tracks. 

(3) Rapidity range: Not optimized yet, but we IHMKI at least |rf| • 2.5. 

(4) Pat tern recognition: This is related to double track resolution hut is it 
more complicated issue. We do not have to reconstruct all Lhr tracks hul, 
charged particles from isolated taus and leplons from top <piarks must ho 
reconstructed. Even for these cases, we have to deal wiLli a high multiplicity 
of charged particles in a narrow cone. 

In order to have a cheap and fast tracking device with both good innmrit-
tum resolution and powerful pattern recognition ability, we recommend using a 
combination of two devices. First, a small number nf expensive layers with very 
good position accuracy [a as 0(l0)irn)) separated by large distances ran pnivid-' 
good momentum resolution. However, it is dillicull lo conned the hit points if 
the layers are far from each other. For connecting the bits between I he expensive 
layers, a second, cheaper, device with a large number «(' layers may facilitate 

* a 0 b means quadratic sum uf a and b, i.e. vAt 3 -\- b-. 
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pattern recognition, A candidate Tor the expensive layers might be a silicon strip 
detector, assuming it can be made to work in such an enviornment, while the 
cheaper layers could be Btraw chambers. Possible problems are that such a track
ing detector might require more material than a conventional chamber and that 
it could be difficult to make radiation hard, 
2, Calorimetry 

Calorimctry is cMsccttinl to look for isolated energy clusters and for determin
ing the missing pr at an early stage of the on/ofT-llne analysis. The calorimeter 
must be designed to have a fast high pr isolated energy trigger with or without 
accompanying missing pr-
EM^Calorltnctcr 

(1) Energy resolution: AE/E w Q.l6fy/E[GeV) ©0.02 is sufficient. 
(2) Segmentation: The lateral segmentation of the electromagnetic and hadronic 

parts should be matched. A lateral cell size or At} X Atf> which Is at least 
0.03 x 0.03 la needed to separate the isolated energy clusters, Longitudi
nal segmentation is necessary for e/ir separation, especially to identify the 
charged pions associated with n°'a from electrons. For example, the decay 
products of a charged rho arising from r^ —* pfcv —» ic^n°v should be 
efficiently distinguished from electrons and from other hadronic jets, e.g. 
by examining the longitudinal shower pattern. 

(3) Hcrmuticity: The electromagnetic calorimeter should be hermetic over as 
large an |TJ| range as possible (Bay, |r^|m i L C M 5), so that missing p? of 
O{70-80 GtV) can be measured. 

Hadron-Calorimeter 
(1) Energy resolution: AE/E w 0.5/y/E(GtV) ©0.02 Is sufficient. 
(2} Segmentation: Th e lateral segmentation of the electromagnetic and haj 

parts of the calorimeter should be matched. Therefore, a lateral cell size oi 
At; x Atf> of 0.D3 x 0.03 is required for the Bret few layers of the hadronic 
calorimeter. The longitudinal segmentation must be designed to have good 
/j-identificalion. 

(3) llcrmcticity: The hadronic calorimeter should be hermetic over as large an 
|rj| range as possible (say, | j j | m B Z ~ 5), in order to measure missing pr over 
the same region as the electromagnetic calorimeter. 

3. Lepton identification efficiencies and hadron rejection factors 

We have not evaluated the necessary lepton identification efficiency and the 
hadron rejection factor for electrons and muons. In any case, compared with 
the requirements for particle searches with good signal to background ratio, we 
need even better identification efficiency for Isolated leptons and greater hadran 
rejection power. Charged pions (associated with JT°'S) from isolated taus must 
be distinguished from isolated electrons and muons. 
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E . T h e S u p c r s y m m o t r l c T w o - H i g g s - D o u b l e t M o d e l a n d Bc-your! 

In this rcpnrt, we have endeavored to discuso the consequences of a nnn-
rainimal Higgs sector, in the framework of the Standard Model, without further 
theoretical assumptions. However, as Btresaed in the Introduction, the number of 
new parameters increases rapidly as additional Higgs doublet;; are added. In litis 
section, we wish to examine briefly the consequences of "low-energy" supcrsym-
rnetry for the phenomenology or the Higga sector. Tho advantages »f impnsinR 
such a theoretical framework are twofold. First, supersyrnmetry imposes strong 
constraints on the form oF the Hiegs potential, thereby reducing tlio numlicr of 
free parameters and providing more predictive power. Second, sLipersymmelry 
may be the only consistent theory which contains weakly coupled lliggs bosuns 
(with mass of crder m#) and can explain the origin of the clcrtmweak scale. 

We shall brielly describe the main features of the Uiggs sector in the tnini-
mal supcrsymmctric extension of the Standard Model. Details of tIn- model run 
be found in refs. 17 and 18. [Many or our conclusions below continue In hold 
in non-minimal supersymmelric models; see ref. 6.] The notation fur I lie Minus 
bosons will be the same as introduced earlier. The effect of the Kupcrsymmeiry is 
to introduce relations between the various parameters; the end result is that two 
parameters suffice to determine all Higgs masses and nearly all of their coupling*. 
Here, we shall take tan/? and m H u as the free parameters. The minima! super-
symmetric model also has the property that the Biggs potential is automatically 
CP invariant. Furthermore, we are Tree to choose the phases aT the scalar fields HO 
that the vacuum expectation values are real and positive, llcnce, we will choose 
0 < 0 < 7r/2. The other (tree-level) masses arc Lhcn given by: 

m j , + = m)t„ + m2

w (12) 

m a r . » S = 2 H'i ' + m z ± yftrfis + m ^ 2 ' " '»m^»?/« »'»a2/<] . (i:t) 

where, by definition, m„« < mH«. Note that crs . (12) and (l.'i) im|>ly thai 
TTiff+ > TOW, niffu > ttizt a n d 

rilfjo < mzcas'iP < m%. [ | | ) 

The result of eq. (i4) is remarkable, in thai it guarantees that the theory tuiist 
possess at least one light Higgs boson. Unless cos 20 is near its maximum <il !, 
this relation implies that the lightest scalar Iliggs will be ohservalde at Six; , Mil ' 
or LEP-II. 

The one additional parameter which is determined is the scalar Higgs milling 
angle o. Using the definition given in ref. 17, it turns out thai. <i is const rained 



to Me In the ran§e - ir /2 < « < 0. Explicitly, we have: 

/ mL„ - m | \ 
co B 2a = -coa2/? J ; (IS) 

aln2o = - f l j n2^ | —jJ ~ - J . (16) fmh+mh\ 

Probably one of the moat interesting implications of the minimal supersymmetric 
model Is obtained by examining the coupling of the heavy Higgs scalar (//") to 
vector boson pairs. We already know from «q. (3) that this coupling will be 
suppressed compared to the minimal HiggB model coupling. In fact, in a general 
two-Higga doublet model, the suppression factor turns out to be cos(/? — a). In 
the minimal Hiipcrsymmctric model, thia factor ia given by: 

lcw(/J-«01 = 
m%4ml - m%a) } * 

(mH« - m f /«)( m / /?+ m i» ~ miy 

If one computes \t<m{0 - a)\ over the allowed range of parameters, one quickly 
sees that it is a very small number, except for a small rannc where mlta ~* mz> 
In particular, for the so-called "hisavy** Higgs range (m^u > 2mw)t we find that 
| COB(i?-or) | never exceeds 0.15; and for heavier masses, it goes to zero like l / r n j / n , 
Thus, in the supcrBymmetric model, the 11° totally decouples from the theory 
In the limit that its mass gets large, and 7/j becomes identical to the minimal 
Standard Model Higgs (as is evident from cq. (3)). It is this same suppression 
factor that also enters the i / + -+ W+ll$ and JI+ -* W+H$l modes discussed 
earlier. 

Based on the discussion above, the consequences for the search for neutral 
Iliggs bosons at the SSC arc twofold. First, a light lliggs scalar may already have 
been discovered before the SSC turns on. (Wo would argue that Buch a discovery 
would be the Ural experimental evidence for supcrsymmetryl] Second, the heavy 
Higgs scalar will be extremely difficult, to observe, due to its suppressed decay 
rate into vector bnson pairs. (The pscudoscaiar has no tree-level couplings to 
vector boson pairs, and IH therefore just as hard to detect.) Assuming that the 
dominant decay of such heavy Higgses is into tt pairs, we know of na technique 
for observing these lliggs at the SSC, cither through their tt decays or through 
rare decays into non-supersymmetric particles. The decays Hf -* H%2Q and 
H§ -» B°Z° are klnemallcally forbidden (sec eq. (13)}, whereas the production 
of H3II1 by virtual Z" exchange and the decay H® -* I{%2Q are suppressed in 
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amplitude by cos(/3 — a) . The latter decay rate, and branching ratios into -7-/, 
fZ°, and f& are too small to be viable signatures. (Of course, iF mjjo or rtijjn 
happens to be smaller than 2mi, then detection in the *y*y mode is likely to be 
possible.) The difficulty of charged Higgs detection is already apparent before 
the introduction of superaymmetry. As discussed in Section B, in the minimal 
supersymmetric model, certain rare decay modes which might have provided a 
useful signature are even further reduced due to the appearance of suppression 
factors like cos(/3 - a) (e.g., see eq, (8)). 

However, before concluding that the picture is totally bleak, it is important to 
realize that a new feature is present. Because wc are discussing a superaymmetric 
theory, there aTe new supersymmetric particles in the Bpectrum, which can couple 
to the Higgs bosoiiB, In particular, it is possible that new Hlggs decay modes 
into supersymmctric final statcB will be available which will radically alter Higgs 
phenomenology at the 5SG. In a supcrBymmolric model, Higgs bosons can decay 
cither into squark and slcpton pairs, or into charginoa and neutratinos (thnse 
are the mass eigenstatcs compriatng the gauginos and higgsinos). If the relevant 
decays arc kinematically allowed, then the corresponding branching ratios can be 
large. Indeed, over a fairly large region or the supersymmctric model parameter 
space, one finds total branching ratios into supersyrnmctnc final slates which arc 
laigcr than 10%, and can easily approach 100%. As an example, we show the 
Higgs branching ratios into chargino and neutralino final slates as a function of 
the supersymmctric parameters, taken from ref, 19. in fig. 4. For reasonable 
choices of certain aupcrsymmctric model parameters, M and n, described in 
detail in rcfs. 17, 16, and 10, wc sec in Tig. A that a charged Higgs with mass of 
order 500 GtV can decay more than 80% of the time into cliargino and neutralino 
modes, even when the (b decay channel is kincmatically allowed. 

The relatively laTge branching ratios into charginos and neutratinos can be 
explained by the Tact that the relevant mass parameter which scales the Higgs 
couplings to these particles is rniy, m^, and the parameters of the ncntralinn 
and chargino mass matrices, which are presumably or the same order. However, 
unlike the coupling of / / ° to WW and ZZ, the rliggs couplings to the neutralinos 
and charginos arc not suppressed, in general. As a result, it is not surprising that 
these final Blates can be dominant. The decay into squarks and sleplons can, in 
principle, also be an important fraction of the total Iliggfr widths. In evaluating 
various possible scenarios, we note that it seems more probable that some light 
charginos or neutralinos exist Which would he accessible to Higgs decay, On the 
other hand, the general mass scale which controls tin; sriuurk and slepton masses 
(and is a priori unrelated to the neutralino and ciiarginn parameters) may he 
large enough so that Higgs decay into squark and nlcptutis would he forbidden. 
Clearly, no one can definitively predict, at present, which supersymmetric final 
states (if any) will dominate. 

Supersymmetric decays of the Higgs present the possibility of completely 
novel signatures for Higga searches. In particular, events with substantial missing 
transverse energy will now play an important role in the search for iliggs bosons. 
Previously, missing transverse energy was relevant in lliggs searches only in the 
search for W bosons in the final slate which decayed Icptotiirally or Z bosons 
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Figure 4: The branching ratio for H * to decay to any channel containing a 
neutralino-chargino pair, compared to the rv branching ratio. We take mt = 
70 GeV, tan/? = 1.5 and m^± = 500 GtV, and have chosen a reasonable value 
of M = 200 GeV for the g&ugino mass parameter of the model. We plot the 
branching ratio as a function of the higgsino mass parameter, fi. The curves are: 
solid, sum over all neutralino+chargino channels; and dashes, rv. 

which decayed to i/p. In supersymmetric decays, it is very easy to generate large 
missing transverse energy without having a high-pr lepton in the event. To fully 
asacss the possibility of detecting various supereymmetric final states of the Higgs 
will require a substantial Monte Carlo effort. A sample study '"'was performed 
at Snowmass 198S, For a specific choice of parameters for which the neutralinos 
aTC very light, with encouraging conclusions. However, a systematic survey of the 
minimal Bupcrsymmetric model parameter space, along with appropriate Monte 
Carlo studies, is highly desirable. This is work which we hope will be undertaken 
in the near future. Clearly, if low-energy Bupersymroetry is correct, Higgs physics 
will become a branch of supersymmetry phenomenology, 

F . Conclusions of the Non-Standard Higge Working Group 

In summary, we have examined the phenomenological consequences of the 
two Krggs doublet model relevant for the SSC. In the framework of the Standard 
Model, 've have come to the conclusion that it may be very difficult to find evi
dence for a ncn-minimal Higgs sector. Among the neutral scalar Higgs, only those 
which couple strongly to WW and ZZ can be easily discovered. The techniques 
for discovery are identical to those used to detect the minimal Higgs. The neutral 

-i—T—i|—i—r • r r f • r t t i——x—j—r 

M=aoo GBV 
mH.=5Q0 GBV 
m t =70 GeV 
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pseudoscalar Higgs does not couple to vector boson pairs at tree level. Thus its 
detection presentB problems analogous to those encountered when looking for the 
"intermediate maaa" minimal Higgs. In general, no "general purpose" strategy 
exists at present for such Higgees at a hadron collider. Only if the t quark is 
heavy, and the ti decay mode ia Forbidden, is there some hope for detection via 
rare decay modes. Primary among these is the the -yy mode discussed at length 
in ref. 3. For ncutra! Higgs bosonB that have weak or vanishing couplings to 
vector boson pairs, the -7-7 mode should be usable for any Higga boaon with mass 
>̂ 100 GeV and < 2m(, The general problem of detecting such neutral Higgs has 

much overlap with the work of the Intermediate Mass Higga Working Group." 
When a neutral Higga has mass above 2rnt, and its decay is dominated by the 
t{ channel, we have been unable to develop a technique For discovering it at the 
SSC. The charged Higgs boson presents similar problems to those encountered for 
the neutral Higgs. Again, the (-quark maaa is crucial. If mt > m/ j i •+- "if,, thnn 
(-quark decays will provide a copious source of charged lliggs, and the TU decays 
of the H^ will have substantial branching ratio. We have seen that charged MIRK* 
detection ia possible in this case. But, if m ; ; i > m ( + mi,, tlien the ll'1 hits a. 
smaller production cross section and its decays will be domiiiaLin] by the tb fin;.I 
s ta te . The possibility of using rare decayB to reduce the large backgrounds ran 
still be considered; again, the most plausible decay of this type which might he 
observable a t the SSC is the decay / / + —• ri<\ Our Monte Carlo analysis o( tlii.s 
scenario is not encouraging. 

However, it is natural to go beyond the Standard Model framework when 
considering an extended Higgs sector. Indeed, it is probably true that the only 
sensible theoretical framework in which weakly coupled elementary Higgses can 
exist ia "low-energy" supersymmetry. We have examined the consequences of the 
supersymmetric two-Higgs-doublet model. There are three general predictions. 
First , a neutral scalar Higgs boson with mass lesa than 0{mz] almost certainly 
exista. Second, the heavy acalar neutral Higgs couples very weakly to vector bo
son pairs; in the abaence of non-Standard Model decay modes this implies that 
its observability a t the SSC is problematical. Finally, the widths of the charged 
and the heavy neutral Higgses may be dominated by the decay into supersym
metric final states. Large regions of the supersymmetric parameter space exist 
where the decays into neutral'tnos and charginos arc dominant. This presents us 
with the possibility of new search strategics, involving missing transverse energy 
signatures, for the heavy Higgses at the SSC. A detailed appraisal and Montr 
Carlo study of such scenarios awaits future work. 
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